Many recent disease outbreaks (e.g. SARS, foot-and-mouth disease) exhibit superspreading, where relatively few individuals cause a large number of secondary cases. Epidemic models have previously treated this as a demographic phenomenon where each individual has an infectivity allocated at random from some distribution. Here, it is shown that superspreading can also be regarded as being caused by environmental variability, where superspreading events (SSEs) occur as a stochastic consequence of the complex network of interactions made by individuals. This interpretation based on SSEs is compared with data and its efficacy in evaluating epidemic control strategies is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Superspreading, loosely defined as a situation where relatively few individuals cause a large number of secondary infections while a majority of infected individuals cause few (or no) infections, is an important phenomenon in human and animal epidemiology; understanding its causes and consequences is a priority for epidemiological research (Galvani & May 2005; . Progress has been made by modelling superspreading as a demographic phenomenon, allowing variation in infectivity between individuals. This may be interpreted as variation in quantities such as pathogen shedding rate (Matthews et al. 2006) or total lifetime infectiousness (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) combine contact tracing data with a stochastic model based on individual variability to implicate superspreading in human diseases including SARS, Ebola haemorrhagic fever (HF), measles and smallpox. Their results indicate that the traditional metric R 0 (the mean number of infections caused by an infected individual in a fully susceptible population) is an inadequate indicator of whether or not an epidemic will be triggered; repeated field observations of low R 0 may lead to serious underestimation of epidemic potential.
In §2, a simple model is proposed whereby every individual in the population has the potential of superspreading (SS), with a superspreading event (SSE) being defined as a single individual causing a potentially large number of infections in a short time. This allows the development of a stochastic model with parameters which may both aid understanding and help to formulate and evaluate improved and practical control strategies ( §3). In common with any simple model of a complex process, this event-driven description is an idealization. The 'reality' of superspreading lies somewhere between the event-oriented model proposed here and the individual-oriented description of Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) ; these issues are explored more comprehensively in §4.
A SIMPLE MECHANISTIC SUPERSPREADING MODEL
Discrete-time branching processes (Diekmann & Heesterbeek 2000) and the general class of susceptibleinfected-removed (SIR) dynamic models (Murray 1989; Anderson & May 1991) are fundamental tools in epidemiology (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . In a branching process, each infected individual infects a random number of susceptibles in each time-step (generation) and the epidemic spreads generation-by-generation. Individuals infect independently, following some probabilistic offspring distribution (defined as the number of secondary cases Z caused by an infectious individual). Successful monitoring, prevention and control of epidemics therefore depend on understanding this offspring distribution. The simplest branching process model (BP1) ignores variation between individuals; each individual infects as a Poisson process, ZwPoisson(R 0 ). A slightly more sophisticated model (BP2) allows some heterogeneity among the individuals by introducing a random variable n, the expected number of infections caused by an infected individual. BP2 assumes that n is exponentially distributed with mean R 0 , so that ZwGeometric(R 0 ). Mechanistically, this model can be interpreted as individuals being infectious for an exponentially distributed time, t I , motivated by a constant SIR removal rate. The model in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) , herein labelled as LS, generalizes this notion by allowing n to be gamma distributed, yielding a negative binomial distribution for Z which is argued to more effectively describe epidemics where SS is a key feature.
The model formulated below exploits the basic framework of branching processes, but allows 'individual variation' (sensu Galvani & May 2005; Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) to arise as a consequence of each individual infecting others according to realizations of the same underlying stochastic process. The resulting mechanistic formulation allows analytical and numerical exploration of epidemics where SSEs are the primary cause of observed variation in the infectivity of individuals.
Explicitly, suppose infectious individuals again are all independent, and that each individual is infectious for a deterministic time t I (without loss of generality, henceforth assume t I Z1). Infections occur in one of two ways: 'normal' infections, modelled as a Poisson process with intensity r as in BP1, and rare SSEs which occur as a Poisson process with intensity r. In each SSE, the number of infections is Poisson distributed with mean l. The number of offspring in this case is described by a cumulative process (CP; Cox 1962) with probability generating function GðsÞ Z expfrðsK1Þ C rðexpðlðsK1ÞÞK1Þg;
ð2:1Þ
and mean and variance
To provide a fair comparison with alternative models with mean offspring size, R 0 , one simply imposes ðr C rlÞ Z R 0 : ð2:2Þ Table 1 shows maximum log-likelihood estimates of the parameters in equations (2.1) and (2.2) for several disease outbreaks. Results are shown for CP, BP1, BP2 and LS models, allowing direct comparisons to be made. Discussion of the alternative SS model (LS, based on variation between individuals) is reserved for §4. Under the CP model, the importance of SS in a given epidemic is indicated by the proportion a of infections which are caused by SSEs
This definition does not include all events from the Poisson process of intensity r, only those resulting in at least two secondary cases. This reflects the fact that, in practice, one could not distinguish a SSE causing a single infection from a single infection arising from the non-SS Poisson process r (this is a necessary consequence of the simplicity of the CP model, and causes no inconsistencies on a practical or mathematical level). The data in table 1 indicate two distinct classes of epidemic. Parameters fitted to the SARS epidemics and the UK foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) epidemics indicate that SS is a vital ingredient. The proportion of infections occurring as a result of SSEs, a, is relatively large and the average number of secondary infections occurring as a result of a single SSE, l, is also large (between 11 and 22). (Note that l is an average; a single SSE can result in many more secondary infections; see electronic supplementary material of Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) for examples from contact tracing data.) Table 1 also shows the values of the modified Akaike information criterion (AIC c ) for each of the four models (Burnham & Anderson 2002) . This is defined in terms of the maximized log-likelihood ln(L) as follows
where K is the number of fitted parameters in the model (KZ3 for CP; KZ2 for LS; and KZ1 for BP1 and BP2). (1997) show that, for the SARS and FMD outbreaks, the SS models (CP and LS) provide a much better representation of the data than do the BP1 and BP2 models. For most of these datasets, there is little difference in the AIC c between the CP and LS models, indicating that neither of these models is clearly favoured over the other.
In contrast to SARS and FMD, the fitted CP parameters for the other four epidemics in table 1 provide no clear evidence of the SS phenomenon. In these cases, a is small and, more conclusively, l is small (less than 2), i.e. according to the CP model more than 40% of the so-called SSEs caused zero or one secondary infections. The fact that rOr in the fitted parameters, suggesting that SSEs are more frequent than ordinary infections, is therefore misleading. In such cases, it could be argued that SS, modelled without regard to demographic variability, is not a significant feature of the epidemic and the CP model is not the most appropriate tool to use. The AIC c values show that the CP model provides a worse representation of the data than do the basic BP1 (which is a special case of the CP model with rZR 0 and rZ0) and BP2 models.
The SARS data used in table 1 are split into cases before and after stringent control measures were instigated (Leo et al. 2003; Shen et al. 2004) . For the Beijing outbreak, the 'before control' cases are those from generations 1 and 2 of the underlying branching process, and the 'after control' from generations 3 and 4. For the Singapore outbreak, the 'before control' cases are those from generations 1 to 3 and the 'after control' from generations 4 to 7 (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . Interestingly, comparing the 'before control' and 'after control' data suggests that, although control measures reduced R 0 and brought an end to the epidemics, they did not significantly reduce the proportion a of infections caused by SSEs. In fact, for the Beijing outbreak, a increased to 100% after initiation of control measures: a single infected individual caused all of the 12 secondary cases.
The observation that a small proportion of the population contributes disproportionately to the number of infections is not a new one and has been previously formulated as the '20/80 rule' (Woolhouse et al. 1997) . This states that the most infectious 20% of individuals (i.e. those causing the greatest number of secondary cases) are responsible for at least 80% of all infections. An analysis of the outbreak data for the diseases in table 1 in the framework of the 20/80 rule is revealing. Figure 1 shows the cumulative percentage of infections caused (i.e. the contribution to R 0 ) by the most infectious individuals. For the diseases identified in table 1 as having a major SS component (SARS and FMD), the most infectious 20% of individuals caused more than 80% of all infections. In fact, in all these epidemics, 80% of all infections were attributable to the most infectious 2-10% of individuals. For the other disease outbreaks, the most infectious 20% of individuals caused less than 80% of all infections (approx. 70% for measles and 60% for Ebola HF, hantavirus and plague).
This suggests a useful rule-of-thumb for when it is appropriate to employ a model explicitly including SS within the CP context. Datasets complying with the 20/80 rule (i.e. with a curve that passes to the left of the point (20, 80) on the graph in figure 1) are the good candidates for fitting with the CP model. If the dataset has a curve that passes to the right of the point (20, 80), then a simple model such as BP1 or BP2 is more appropriate.
CONSEQUENCES FOR EPIDEMICS AND CONTROL
(a) Probability of ultimate extinction One aim of disease control, when R 0 O1, is to increase the probability that an outbreak will eventually cease, rather than continuing indefinitely (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . (When R 0 %1, the epidemic becomes extinct with probability 1.) This is quantified using the probability h of ultimate extinction (PUE), which is the smallest positive root of G(h)Zh. For CP models, h satisfies h Z expfrðhK1Þ C rðexpðlðhK1ÞÞK1Þg:
ð3:1Þ
For comparison, let h 0 be the PUE for the equivalent BP1 model with the same value of R 0 :
Simple algebra shows that, for any CP model containing SS (i.e. with rlZ R 0 Kr O 0),
Since G(s) has strictly positive first and second derivatives on [0,1], one can assert that SS always increases the PUE (relative to the equivalent BP1 model). This is intuitively reasonable and in agreement with the model of LloydSmith et al. (2005) : SS models, on an average, die out more often than the equivalent BP1 model with the same value of R 0 . For a given R 0 , the PUE for a range of r, r and l is computed by solving G(h)Zh numerically. Figure 2a An event-based model of superspreading A. James et al. 743 much more likely to die out than non-SS epidemics. Figure 2b plots the PUE against (r/R 0 ) and l. For a fixed level of superspreading (i.e. fixed r/R 0 ), increasing l increases the PUE. Thus, an infection characterized by rare (low r) but potentially severe (high l) SSEs has a higher extinction probability than one characterized by frequent, mild SSEs. Again this is intuitively reasonable as the former is a more severe example of SS.
(b) Observations versus expectations
The expectation and variance of an outbreak trajectory for CP are:
where X n is the number of infected individuals in generation n. The expected trajectory is independent of SSEs, depending only on R 0 . However, the variance increases with the frequency and severity of SSEs. Thus, SS results in outbreaks that are more likely to become extinct, but those epidemics that do not become extinct will be significantly more severe than any 'average' outbreak. This is in agreement with the results of Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) . This phenomenon is quantified by considering the average observed epidemic, i.e. the average trajectory of those which do not become extinct. The probability of extinction by generation n is given by the nth iteration of the generating function evaluated at 0,
The expected observed trajectory is
When R 0 O1, outbreaks doomed to extinction are likely to become extinct quickly, so it is reasonable to approximate p n zh for all but the first few generations n (figure 3a), allowing one to write the expected observed trajectory as
After several generations, any observed trajectory is likely to be amplified by a factor of approximately 1/(1Kh) compared with the naive R n 0 prediction, and the above results on the PUE (h) show that SS exacerbates the effect significantly. The effect is confirmed in figure 3b , showing the observed and expected trajectory for different proportions of superspreading for a constant R 0 (R 0 Z1.1 and lZ3 in all cases). The larger the proportion of infections from SSEs, the more severe the observed outbreaks. The effect is large, confirming the importance of superspreading in understanding epidemics and indicating that, if the aim of control is to decrease the severity of successful outbreaks, as opposed to increasing the probability of outbreak extinction, then decreasing the proportion of infections from SSEs is paramount.
(c) Epidemic control Historically, the primary aim of control strategies was to reduce R 0 . The SS phenomenon adds a further complication and reveals inadequacies in this approach (LloydSmith et al. 2005) . Where SS is attributable to individual variation, it can lead to improved control strategies provided potentially superspreading individuals can be identified (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005; Matthews et al. 2006) . The approach based on SSEs, summarized by the CP model, allows further insight without the need to target particular individuals.
The fitted parameters for SARS and FMD in table 1 show that infections caused by non-SSEs can be relatively insignificant (r%0.5 in all cases, even when R 0 O1). This indicates an opportunity to develop targeted control policies based on reducing the frequency ( r) or severity (l) of SSEs. In terms of human epidemics, a reduction in SSE frequency r corresponds to reducing the frequency of large gatherings of people, for example, by temporarily reducing the working/school week from 6 to 3 days. A reduction in SSE severity l could similarly be achieved by reducing the maximum number of people gathering together, for example, by segregating the work force and/ or the physical environment and staggering break times, or encouraging local small-scale meetings rather than large assemblies. However, SSEs are by no means confined to the school and workplace (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) ; so halving the working week, for example, would not correspond to the halving of r. While it is unrealistic to imagine all potential for SSEs being eradicated, or all non-SS infections being entirely prevented, the CP framework allows the effect of such imperfect measures to be estimated. The FMD data analysed here use properties (farms) as the unit of infection rather than individual animals (Keeling et al. 2001) . Therefore, a SSE might be precipitated by gatherings of animals from large numbers of properties such as markets, and one could similarly evaluate the efficacy of reducing the frequency (proportional to r) and size (proportional to l) of markets. If SS is known to be significant and economics demand that a constant number of animals be processed per unit time, so that rl remains constant, reference to equation (2.2) and figure 2b shows that holding more markets of a smaller size will diminish the impact of SS compared with the alternative of holding fewer larger markets. (Note, however, that large markets are also argued to offer logical foci for targeted interventions, where such interventions exist ).
The implications for control are necessarily speculative given the simplicity of the CP model. While the above temporary control measures would hardly be popular, and would not be compatible with thriving economic and social activity in the medium-and longterm, they do offer avenues for epidemic control without the need for potentially contentious discrimination between individuals. In reality, the best choice of control strategy must strike a balance between limiting the potential for SSEs in general, and targeting particular individuals with a high propensity for SS. Where it is available, information regarding variability of infectiousness between individuals (i.e. the ingredients of demographic variability models discussed in §4) will also be central to effective epidemic control.
DISCUSSION
The CP model presented in this paper uses a mechanistic description of infection, based on meaningful parameters, to characterize the probabilistic course of epidemics with a significant SS component. An ad hoc criterion to define such an epidemic is that it obeys the 20/80 rule, i.e. the most infectious 20% of individuals cause at least 80% of all the cases. The model demonstrates that SS is not necessarily a demographic phenomenon caused by possibly unidentifiable population heterogeneities, but may also be observed in populations where every individual has the potential to cause rare, but severe SSEs. Analysis shows that SS can dramatically influence the probability of ultimate extinction and the variability of epidemic trajectories.
In contrast to the event-based CP model, variation in the infectiousness of individuals can be introduced demographically via a random variable n, the expected number of infections caused by an infected individual (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005 ). The LS model is particularly appealing because it includes the BP1 and the BP2 offspring distributions as special cases, and it very naturally allows superspreading (it is 'heavy-tailed'). The parameter n encompasses 'all variation in infectious histories of individuals, including properties of the host and pathogen and environmental circumstances' (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) . The generality of this definition is a strength in that it allows flexibility, particularly where the underlying mechanism of the infection process is unclear. However, this generality may cause problems in devising effective control strategies; the most effective control strategies target potential superspreaders before they infect, posing practical problems of identifying such individuals (see Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) for further discussion).
One notable difference is that, in the LS model, the extinction probability tends to 1 as the infection dynamic becomes dominated by SS ( fig. 2b of electronic supplementary material of Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) , whereas the CP model predicts that extinction probabilities increase, but remain less then 1, even when infections are spread solely by SSEs (figure 2a). The reason for this difference is that the LS model is based on a heavy-tailed distribution, which becomes highly overdispersed for high levels of SS. The extinction probabilities for the CP model also tend to 1 as the severity of the SSEs (l) becomes very large (figure 2b), but this is due to a 'top-heavy' distribution rather than to a heavytailed one. Another difference is that the CP model has the potential for a bimodal offspring (infection) distribution: there is a Poisson-like distribution at the lefthand end and a possible second mode dominated by SSEs. This contrasts with the heavy-tailed unimodal distribution of LS. Figure 4 shows two SARS offspring distributions, showing the original data together with the best fit of the CP and LS models. The data do not allow definite conclusions regarding bimodality to be drawn, An event-based model of superspreading A. James et al. 745 especially given that the CP model has three parameters compared with two in LS, but the possibility cannot be ruled out at this stage.
Despite approaching the problem of SS from different directions, the CP and LS models show a good deal of agreement about its epidemiological consequences. Both predict that increasing the degree of SS increases the probability that any given outbreak will go extinct and, conversely, that any outbreak which is successful (from the point of view of the disease) will potentially be much more severe than would naively be anticipated from the value of R 0 . The two models characterize SS in different ways, thus lending themselves to different epidemiological scenarios and different approaches to control. Indeed, the modelling of superspreading as events driven by a stochastic environment and as heterogeneities between the individuals both represent idealized infection dynamics. Reality lies somewhere in between, where heterogeneous individuals infect according to stochastic events driven by a random environment of social (or other) interactions. The CP model efficiently describes epidemics driven largely by rare events drawn from similar underlying distributions, whereas the LS model is more appropriate for populations with an overdispersed distribution of individual infectiousness. An attempt to marry these two approaches by modelling both individual heterogeneity and rare SSEs is an important challenge for the future.
The branching process model analysed here is a simple representation of a complex phenomenon, but nevertheless its message is important for more realistic simulation models. The choice of a deterministic infectious period imposes a natural generational time-step on any resulting branching process, but this need not be restrictive. Infectious individuals need not 'die' after each time-step, but could simply be included as an offspring in the next generation with a certain probability, resulting in a discrete version of the BP2 exponential infective period model. Such possibilities are not considered here, partly because one must then address the issue of implausibly long infectious periods. Since SS offspring distributions can arise without indefinitely long infectious periods, it seems unnecessary to introduce them. However, the roles of a finite population of susceptibles, and any explicit spatial structure, require further (possibly disease-specific) modelling outside the scope of this communication. Beijing, 2003 . P(Z) is the probability of an infected individual causing Z secondary infections during his/her infectious lifetime, according to data (bars) and the CP and LS models (points). The logarithmic scale highlights the occurrence of rare SSEs (which are all counts of 1 or 2).
